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project description

A 16*2 LCD display is connected to PortB. Measurement ... After switching on you can see K:20mA on the LCD. With R22 you can set ... Download. Hier liegt. 
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Measuring device for electrolytic capacitors with PIC16F883 Prototype This project was on hold for 7 years. It is now time to reopen it. General



Capacity: ESR (at 100 kHz): Leakage current: Measuring time:



Measuring range 10μF ... 65 000μF 20 mOhm ... 1 Ohm 1 uA ... 22 uA > 1 MOhm). ESR: this value is much more important. it' responsible for losses in the capacitor and loweres the ability to smooth voltages. Measuring ESR is important for those who build SMPS. The ESR can be some 10mOhm to some 100mOhm. C: measuring the real capacitance is also interesting. because this value changes by aging while storage and use. It tells about the healthiness of the capacitor Measuring Capacitance "C" You can determine the capacitance of an electrolytic capacitor with it's charging-behaviour.



For this purpose the capacitor is charged (via a 250 ohms resistor and a supply voltage of 5V) from 0 to 2.5V. The charging time is proportional to it's capacity. It is: C = 0,005771 * T One µF means a charging time of 0,1733ms. 10000µF means 1.733 seconds. While charging a 16bit counter is incremented with 5771Hz. When the voltage across the capacitor reaches 2.5V, the value of the counter is read (by the microcontroller). The counter-value corresponds the capacitance in µF. The voltage of the capacitor can be recognized by a comparator or a ADC. i've chosen the ADC. In the example which you can see in the picture below the PIC charges the elko via RC0, while it's voltage is observed by the adc via RA0. The pin RC0 has a FET-driver. At high-level a P-FET connect Pin RC0 with Vdd. This FET has an resistance of about 70 ohms, which is in series with the external charging-resistor. Thats why the external charging-resistor must only be 180 ohms. Before the measurement the capacitor has to be discharged to 0V, thats done by T2 which is controlled by RC1. To keep the discharging time short, the capacitor will be discharged only down  to 40mV. This principle of measurement is also used in this educational exercise http://www.sprut.de/ electronic/pic/programm/elkoc/elkoc.html . The impedance of the RC0 final stage is problematic. It has manufacturing tolerances and raises with the temperature. (at 70°C it doubled it's value at 20°C). A external driver would provide a higher accuracy and better temperature stability. On the other hand, the temperature in the hobby-lab is mostly constant.



Measurement of the equivalent series resistance especially for usage in SMPS you need capacitors with a low ESR. It's important to measure the ESR at a decent high frequency (100kHz) because it's changing by frequency. Values for lower frequencys are useless for a lot of purposes. Measuring the ESR is complicated because the capacitors impedance Z is in series with the ESR. The best method is to measure the overall impedance Rg (ESR+Z) at 100kHz and then subtract the Z (which is calculated with f and C). The overall impedance is about 20...1000mOhm (at 100kHz).



A measurement resolution of 1 Ohm is therefore decent. For the measurement a 100kHz AC-voltage  (5Vpp, rectangular) is applied to a series circuit of a resistor (25 ohm) and the elco. The overall impedance is calculated by the voltage drop across the electrolytic capacitor. A high current makes the measurement easier. At a current of 100mA AC the voltage drop is about 2...100mV AC. To measure this voltage with a resolution of 0,1mV AC you need a precision-rectifier which rectifies the voltage and amplifies it with factor 49. After this you can measure the voltage with the PIC's ADC. Now you can measure overall impedances of Rg = 0 ..1000 mOhm. The measuring amplifier is designed that the adc-value corresponds with the overall impedance. For this purpose a input signal of 100µV AC pp has to be ampified to 4.9mV DC. (ampification factor 49) To calculate the impedance Z:         Z = 1/ (6,28 x f x C)  = 1/(628318 x C) simplified:               Z [mOhm] = 1591 / C [µF] Subtracted from the overall impedance:    ESR = Rg - Z The 100kHz Ac voltage is generated by the PIC (RC1, RC2) and amplified by a push-pull driver (T1, T2) and 25 ohm resistors (R8, R9) to 100mA. The precision rectifier consists of 3 operational amplifiers. The first one uses the positive half-waves of the input signal and inverts them. The second stage doubles the levels of the inverted half-waves and adds them to the input signal. By that all half-waves are now in the positive voltage area. The capacitor transforms the half-waves into a positive DC (lowpass filter). The third OPA amplifies the rectified voltage by factor 49.



Measuring the leakage current with Rp A hight leakage current is an indication for a defective cap or capacitor which has been stored for a long time and needs to be "trained" again. The leakage current can be measured with the voltage drop at a high-value resistor.



The capacitor is charged to 5V and connected to 5V (charging voltage) via a 220kOhm resistor. The leakage current flows through the resistor and causes a voltage drop which can be measured. I = UI / R For a 220kOhm resistor: I[µA] = UI[adc] / 45 whereas UI is the difference between the ADC value with active T1 and deactivated T1. The highest measurable leakage current is 22µA and the measurement isn't linear. But a value higher than 5µA means a defective capacitor and till 5µA the linearity is good enough. PIC model: You need an ADC for the ESR measurement and a lot of pins, so the PICs with 8 or 14 pins are not usable. The author found a usable PIC 16F883 in his parts-box . A 16*2 LCD display is connected to PortB. Measurement sequences Measuring of the capacitance: 1. Discharge the capacitor with a 25 ohms resistor until the voltage at RA0 is below 0,04V 2. Set the capacitance counter to zero 3. start charging the capacitor via 250 ohms (RC0) 4. measure the voltage across the capacitor every 0,1733ms and increment the capacitance counter till the voltage at RA0 reaches 2,5V 5. Process and show the counter-value in the display Measuring ESR 1. charge the cap to 2,5V (has been done at capacity measurement) 2. connect the cap via 25 ohms alternating at 100kHz to Vdd or Vss 3. measure the ac-voltage across the capacitor via rectifier/amplifier 4. calculate overall impedance with the ADC-value 5. calculate impedance Z with the measured capacitance 6. Calculate ESR (ESR = overall impedance Rg - impedance Z) and show it on the display (second line, left hand side) Measuring leakage current 1. connect the cap via 25 ohms to 5V 2. wait till the cap is charged to 5V 3. keep the cap connected to 5V via a 220kOhm resistor 4. measure the voltage drop across the 220kOhm resistor 5. calculate the leakage current and display it on the display (first line, right hand side)



Schematic in Detail Here is the complete circuit. Power supply The PSU has to provide +5VDC and at least 140mA for the PIC. A positive and negative voltage is also needed for the ADC. If you use a rail-to-rail OPA, you could use the +5Vdc for the positive OPA supply. But the used TL084 needs a higher voltage. precision rectifier The PR requires 3 OPAs. The first two must be capable to process a 100kHz rectangular signal so the bandwith should be at least 3MHz. The author used a TL084 which contains 4 OPAs. The diodes D1 and D2 should have a low barrier capacitance and should be usable for high frequencies. The connections from C1 to the capacitor under test  as well as from pin 3 of the TL084 to the ground connection of the capacitor under test should be designed that they don't have to conduct any other current (except the currents you need to test the cap). Especially the charging and discharging currents from T1 and T2 must not use these traces on the pcb, otherwise you would measure teh ESR plus the resistance of the traces. R23 is used to set the amplification factor. Presetting is middle-position. It's going to be trimmed to the right value while the calibration. PIC & ect. R23 is used to set the charging current for capacitance measurement. First it should be set to 60 ohms. It's going to be trimmed to the right value while calibration. Jumpers JP2 and JP3 are used to calibrate the instrument. In regular used they aren't connected. JP2 (at RC5) has a additional function. If you close this jumper you are measuring the overall impedance of the capacitor instead of its ESR. R1 is for setting the contrast on the LCD



Calibration Two steps of calibration are necessary. Therefore you need a current-meter and a exact low-ohmresistor with some 100mOhm ( for example 470mOHm) For the first step you have to close J3, open J2, and connect the current meter to J1 before switching on the supply voltage. After switching on you can see K:20mA on the LCD. With R22 you can set the current measured by the current meter to 20mA. (Display shows voltage across JP1). Then you have to switch off the device. For the second step you have to close JP2 and JP3 and connect the exact low-ohm resistor to JP1 before switching on the device. After switching on you can read K:mOhm on the display. The



device measures the resistance and shows the value in the display (second line, left hand side). With R23 you can set the displayed value to the real value of the resistor. Be patient while doing this, the display is updated only every 2 second. Then JP1 have to be shorted. The displayed resistance should be below 10mOhm. Now you have to remove both jumpers. State of development capacity Measurement of the capacity was proofed and works fine. ESR Measuring the ESR is much more critical. The precision rectifier/ amplifier  has to rectify and amplify 2...100mV at 100kHz. Thats much more complicated than it sounds. The OPV needs positive and negative supply. In addition the precision rectifier has a small offset error, but this can be compensated by the software. leakage current Measuring the leakage current showed to be uncomplicated. But it's only makeshift because the lC is always measured at 5V. The lc should usually be measured at the maximum voltage of the capacitor. Download Hier liegt • • • •



the assembler source along with the finished assembled HEX file (8 Kbytes) Stromlaufplan und Platinenlayout im Eagle-Format Placement plan Representation of the board (Eagle-3D/Povray)



possible extensions • Revision of the measuring rectifier • Detection of a missing ELKOs • automatic detection of errors ELKO Author: sprut created: 14.01.2004 last update: 15/09/2011   translation by kripton2035 - september 2011 with google help... far better translation by Richard W. from eevblog october 2011
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Project Description .fr 

An Ecological, Ethical and Social Ride-Sharing NFC-Enabled System ... The project is realized by 6 Computer Engineering students of Polytech'Grenoble, helped by two ... 17-19, 2003, http://cst.uwinnipeg.ca/documents/Transport_Greenhouse.pdf ... in re
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construction project management - Description 

package builder undertakes design as part of the order for a design-construction contract, the ..... if any, is one of the most urgent aspects of construction contracting. Furthermore, ..... Computerized Project Management Control System. ...... tran
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Makira CCBS Project Description v6 

19 juin 2012 - Communities, socio-â€�economic and cultural information . ...... yields as a result of traditional techniques practice, farmers need to clear more ...
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Job Description Job Title: M32 Project Manager Department: Boatyard ... 

The role of M32 Project Manager is to manage the operations of the fleet of M32 yachts within the scope of the VOR. You will work closely with the specialists in ...
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BRETONNIAâ€“PROJECT Project Coordinator - Malpy 

If you don't like something in this book, change it. It is your creative .... stories (his best excuse to escape the wife for an evening), .... 'You know full well who they.
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project progress summary - shellfish project 

Jan 31, 2005 - Title : Mr. Address : B.P. 15 rue Fontaine de l'HÃ´pital, 1 34431 Saint Jean de Vedas France .... All theses points are beneficial for shellfish producers. Future Actions ..... needed some time to know about the project. However a ...
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Produktbeschreibung Product description Description 

CitronensÃ¤ure; Aroma. Ingredients: dextrose (89%), maltodextrin, anti- caking agent: magnesium salts of fatty acids; acid: citric acid; flavouring. 1570 kJ. 369 kcal.
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DESCRIPTION 

PATE A POLIR LUXORÂ® GRISE, POLISSAGE SUR OR GRIS, PLATINE OU ARGENT. Pain cylindrique de 110 grammes avec gaine de protection plastique. FABRICATION 100% FRANCAISE. Description de la pÃ¢te Ã  polir LUXORÂ® grise. La pÃ¢te Ã  polir LUXORÂ® grise a Ã©
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DESCRIPTION 

mÃ©taux : mÃ©taux prÃ©cieux (Or, argent, platine...), mÃ©taux cuivreux (Bronze, laiton, cuivre, ... Utilisation recommandÃ©e avec disques coton techniques de type : â†’. Disque MERARD TPB. â†’. Disque ... PÃ¢te LUXORÂ® jaune â€“ pÃ¢te de super finiti
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1 project progress summary - shellfish project 

Jan 31, 2005 - Title : Mr. Address : B.P. 15 rue Fontaine de l HÃ´pital, 1 34431 Saint Jean ..... unfortunately the analysis results, known second part of January due to ... The accumulation of delays all along the project for various reasons ...
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Insert Project Number Here Project Template - MPIP 

the valve body together with the valve mechanics and the Teflon gasket in the vaporizer. ... Salts are dissolved in the sample or if the sample contains materials.
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Description 

as an accumulator. ... ing service items: ... System that is U.L.-listed and is certified to meet the requirements of SAE J2210 to service R-134a air conditioning.
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Project Presentation 

Nov 25, 2005 - Augmented SVG. â€¢ SVG +â€¦ â€¢ Dynamical features (Project of Fabrice). â€¢ Some OCL's queries for descendent synch. â€¢ + listener on the repository.
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Master Project 

CATIA V5 Automotive - Chassis Master Project ... finalize the design intent, and create an assembly drawing. ... this project is the Spring Damper assembly.
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PROJECT MANAGER 

risk management. Used to traditional and agile management (SCRUM). My conception of management is mostly pragmatic, honest, with a clear communication ...
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The Gombrowicz Project - Minna no project 

Page 3 ... with Jose Vidal and Company. Seke has also been practicing and performing his own solo improvisation work since 2006. IdaKlara Johansson.
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Insert Project Number Here Project Template - MPIP 

Installation. 7. Chapter 2: Receiving a Non Crated Analyzer. 9. Receiving a Crated Analyzer ... At Siemens Applied Automation, Inc. we take pride in the on going support we ... you receive a detailed manual that should answer your questions; however 
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Project Twilight 

Bureaucracy_________. Computer___________. Covert Culture_____. Investigation_________. Law________________. Linguistics__________.
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Final Project 

SOURCES INTERNET. 0%. PUBLICATIONS. 0%. COPIES DE ... Submitted to Liberty High School. Copie de l'Ã©tudiant www.stimulusgirl.com. Source Internet.
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Project Presentation 

Feb 20, 2006 - Technical implementation of the solution. â€¢ Catch the semantically rich events from ProBXS. â€¢ Fabien. â€¢ Technical implementation of the solution.
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Master Project 

CATIA V5 Surface Design- Master Project. STUDENT GUIDE ...... the input styled data. â–« Update the main assembly to propagate the changes in all the parts.
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project nim 

pot smoking Grateful Dead fan whom the scientists disregarded. ... the debate about the respective influence of nature and nurture on a living intelligent creature ...
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Produktbeschreibung Product description Description du 

September 2003 on genetically modified food and feed concerning the traceability and labelling of ... Holzmattenstrasse 22, D- 79336 Herbolzheim, Germany.
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Produktbeschreibung Product description Description du 

September 2003 über genetisch veränderte Lebensmittel und Futtermittel und Verordnung (EG) Nr. ... Holzmattenstrasse 22, D- 79336 Herbolzheim, Germany.
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